
































TIPS

Grill V eg g ies f o r “ Grate”  H ealth

Get on the Griller’s Diet and Never Let Your Meat Grill Alone!

    Grilling is one of the healthiest ways to get the most out of your 
vegetables as natural sugars caramelize for best flavor. Simply toss with 
olive oil and cracked pepper and grill at 400-450ºF. Slice (thick), cut in 
half, or quarter your vegetables to your preference.

      

• Use a second grill or two-zone your grill for 
vegetables. Sear meats on one side, and roast 
vegetables on the other.
• Coat corn on the cob with mayonnaise and 
seasoning and grill “naked”.

Use two skewers on smaller veggies
ie. brussels sprouts, mushrooms,
small squash, fingerling potatoes
so they don't spin when turned.

Squash, beets, potatoes, peppers,
eggplant, onions and zucchini are best

cut in half or quarters.
eggplant, onions and zucchini are best

cut in half or quarters.
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Use two skewers on smaller veggies

Learn more  at: www.grillgarte.com











Know your GrillGrate temperature 
by using an infrared laser thermom-
eter. Instantly know the exact temp of 
your GrillGrate surface. Keep in mind, 
the GrillGrate surface temp is always 
higher than the hood temp.

A digital thermometer is essential. 
Grilling is not just about timing. It is 
about grilling to your ideal internal 
food temperature.
“Grilling without a thermometer is like 
driving without a speedometer!” 
Meathead- Amazingribs.com

Two Zone Grilling on gas grills is 
very effective with GrillGrates. 
Separate GrillGrates to create a gap to 
break the conductivity. Run one side 
hot to sear and the other side low or 
off to roast vegetables.

Place a small quantity of pellets or 
wood chips in the valleys  5 minutes 
before grilling to create instant 
smoke at grill temps above 400ºF. 

Take your GrillGrates with you camp-
ing, tailgating and picnicking. Grill on 
your GrillGrates wherever you are.

Share your feedback, tips & recipes at: 
www.grillgrate.com/promotions

Advanced GrillGrate Tips
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